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Deprotection of O-benzyl 

 

Deprotection of benzyl groups can be accomplished by several methods including UV 

light and electron receptors like NBS, CAN, and DDQ. On its part, DMDO is up to the 

task as well.  

 

The reaction begins with

implying that an electron sink is a

 

DMDO, however, operates under a different principle: DMDO O

undergoes homolytical fracture

picking up a H(•) in sensitive groups

C(•) just created is immediately trapped by the second O

range within the solvent cage 

SP43.3.1).  

 

Other protective groups including those in the 

susceptible to DMDO at moderate temperature.

multiple protected R-OH compoun
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PROBLEM 43  

[SUPPL Problem 43 # 3] 

benzyl → OH using DMDO.  

Deprotection of benzyl groups can be accomplished by several methods including UV 

light and electron receptors like NBS, CAN, and DDQ. On its part, DMDO is up to the 

begins with electron transfer to the sensitive O-benzyl methy

that an electron sink is a requisite for to bring the reaction to completion. 

DMDO, however, operates under a different principle: DMDO O

fracture to give a O-diradical. This species propagates by 

in sensitive groups. Benzyl carbons are near the top of the spectrum. 

) just created is immediately trapped by the second O-radical arm 

within the solvent cage and then eliminates one mole of water

Other protective groups including those in the O-Si family (OTMS etc) are not 

susceptible to DMDO at moderate temperature. This feature grants regio

compounds.  

Arabic compound numbers in TAPSOC,

Roman numerals in Supplementary material
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SCHEME SP43.3.1 

 

 

 


